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A Lesson in Advocating for Community Policies

UNM OT students, faculty and community occupational therapists travel to
NM state capital with a mission

Students have become involved in the political
process in an attempt to educate the legislature of
the importance of occupational therapy services in
New Mexico. On January, 26th, UNM OT students
and faculty traveled to the state capital with a twofold mission: 1) to promote the profession of OT
and the services OT provides in New Mexico and
2) to learn about the legislative process and steps
taken to ensure adequate representation of the
profession within the political arena. The New
Mexico Occupational Therapy Association
(NMOTA) in collaboration with the UNM OT

Faculty organized the event by grouping students,
faculty and community occupational therapists
into evaluation teams. These teams were then ·
distributed to fifty offices within the legislative
building to perform ergonomic assessments for
personnel. Work areas were assessed for potential
problems including positioning of the computer,
chair heights, overhead lighting and glares, chair
back support, and wrist support/positioning at the
keyboard. The teams educated legislators and their
staff to possible solutions to existing ergonomic
(continued on page 2)
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Lesson in Advocating
(continued from page 1)
problems, with the goal of preventing future
injuries within the workplace.
Approximately fifty students, faculty members
and community occupational therapy practitioners
wore bright blue and green matching T-shirts to
increase visibility of the profession. The NM OTA
presented each representative and senator with a
packet that included a description of occupational
therapy services, statistics regarding job placement
of UNM OT graduates and aT-shirt. Many of the
students met individually with the different
legislators. Students gathered at a House session
where the Speaker of the House introduced them.
Two senators spoke of the need for occupational
therapy in New Mexico that helped reaffirm the
value of the profession. During the Senate session,
Dr. Terry Crowe, Director of UNM OT Program,
presented the Lieutenant Governor with a T- Shirt
in behalf of the faculty, students and NM OTA
members.
Students enthusiastically performed and enjoyed
the opportunity to directly impact the health and
environment of staff workers. Audrey Hoeksema,
a UNM Super Senior, commented "This experience has provided me with critical information
about the legislative process and the importance
of representation of our profession within the
government".

Legislative Day is scheduled for Monday,
January 29, 2001. This date is important since
funding for the Master's Occupational and
Physical Therapy Programs will be included
in House Bill 2 during the 2001 session. All
OT Practitioners interested in participating
in the upcoming Legislative Day are urged to
contact Dr. Terry Crowe at
272-1753 or
Marjorie MacKenzie
MS, OTR/L,
NMOTA President.

UNM Initiates Master's
Level Program
The New Mexico Commission on Higher Education
approved the entry-level master's degree in
February 2000. The UNM Occupational Therapy
Program's first graduate class started in May
2000. Although a smaller class than in recent
years (10 students) they have a very diversified
background in biology, psychology, English
literature, personnel management and business
administration, Spanish, micro-electronics
processing and medical technology, and industrial
trade sciences. The students are in the process of
deciding topics for their master's theses and
choosing thesis advisors . If anyone is interested
in serving as a reader on a thesis committee,
please send Janet Poole a copy of your resume to
Janet Poole, c/o Univeristy of New Mexico,
Occupational Therapy Program, HSSB Room 215,
Albuquerque, NM 87131-5641. As a committee
member, you would need to attend meetings of
the committee, read the thesis, and attend the
thesis defense.

Terry Crowe Elected WFOT Delegate
In April, Dr. Terry Crowe, Director of the UNM OT
Program, was elected the World Federation of Occupational Therapy (WFOT) Delegate by the
AOTA voting members. She will serve
a 4-year term representing the U.S. at the
world level. WFOT is an organization
with 57 member countries. The WFOT
Council met in Sapporo, Japan last May.
Terry attended the meeting along with
Mary Evert, 1st Alternate Delegate and
Karenlynn Williams, 2nd Alternate
Delegate. Along with the U.S. delegates,
60 other delegates representing 38 other
countries were present during the 6-day
meeting. The Council meets every other
year with the next meeting scheduled for
Sweden in 2002 in conjunction with the WFOT World
Congress. Mark your calendars from June 16th to June
21 st to attend the 2002 WFOT World Congress! Many
of the UNM OT faculty presented at the last World

Congress in Montreal in 1998. It proved to be a very
exciting meeting and an opportunity to meet OTs from
all over the world.
From April 2000 to March 2004, Dr. Crowe
will also serve as a voting member of the
AOTA Executive Board. She attended
AOTA Executive Board meetings in June
and October. AOTA is undergoing significant restructuring with the recent hiring
of a new CEO, Joe Issacs. Terry believes
it is an exciting time to be part of the
Executive Board as significant decisions
are being made. She hopes to bring a
global perspective to AOTA plus represent
membership needs and educational
directions. Please call or email Terry if you have any
ideas or concerns regarding WFOT or AOTA. She is
very interested in receiving the perspectives of occupational therapists practicing in New Mexico.

Dr. Janet Poole Receives
School of Medicine Teaching Award
In a recent School of Medicine Faculty meeting, Dr. Janet Poole
was awarded the Teaching Excellence Award in the Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Sciences category. Dr. Poole has been a faculty member
with the Occupational Therapy Program since 1993, teaching
Principles of Occupation and Applied Occupations II (Physical
Disabilities). During the 2000 summer term, Dr. Poole with fellow
faculty member, Tina McNulty MS developed a Fieldwork II
experience at VSA (formerly Very Special Arts) and supervised two
students. She has mentored many students in research in the areas of
scleroderma, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, motor learning and
quality of life for women with Native American heritage. The results
of her mentoring has resulted in co-authorship with students in
publications and presentations at the national level. Most recently,
Dr. Poole has been appointed as Coordinator of Graduate Studies
within the Occupational Therapy Program. Congratulations Janet,
on this well deserved award.

Dr. Poole (right) with Jen Schukar who
nominated her for the award
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Newest Faculty Member,
Jeanell Pelsor will Coordinate Fieldwork
Jeanell Pelsor was hired by the OT Program around the end of July
2000 as Academic Fieldwork Coordinator and Lecturer II. She not
only sets up Fieldwork II placements and handles issues that come up
regarding Fieldwork, but she teaches Applied Kinesiology for
Occupation, Pathophysiology, and the Assessment course. She has

~~~~~'.f~~;;~f~~;:~~~i~i~~;~~~~;:re -~··
fiction, introspection on life, and playing with her dog and cats.

Accreditation Visit on Horizon
The Occupational Therapy faculty and staff are
gearing up our preparation for a visit from the
American Certification of Occupation Therapy
Education (ACOTE). This visit will take place in
spring 2001 and will include nationally trained
faculty and clinicians that will review and
accredit our program based on how we meet the
national educational standards for training
occupational therapists.
The accreditation process has given
us a good opportunity to study and
update our mission, philosophy,
curriculum design, and overall
program. We will continue to
utilize the woven basket as a
centerpiece for our curriculum
design; however, the five themes

woven throughout our curriculum have been
redesigned to address the evolution of the program
and the changes in the health care and community
environments. This evolution includes the move
to the master's program as well as the profession's
recognition of the importance of communitybased practice and World Health Organization
language.
Getting ready for accreditation is a lot
of work, but a good time to recognize

£

Past Curriculum Themes
Occupational across the lifespan
Functional continuum
Ecological context
Phenomenological perspective
Occupational therapy process

ho~:~~?i[~;~;~;:
eight classes of capable
students:

New Curriculum Themes
Occupation: Doing, being, and becoming
Participation
Visionary occupational therapy practice
Person-centered care
Leadership, scholarship, and advocacy

---------------------------

Farewell to Dr. McClain

Gordon Smith Retires to
New Challenges

Last May, students and staff of the Occupational
Therapy Program said farewell to Linda McClain,
'
Ph.D., OTR/L who has served as faculty and fieldwork :.:. After five years of devoted service as our
coordinator for the past two years. She has recently
,
Administrative Assistant, the retirement of Gordon
taken a position as the coordinator for 0-5 year Special i'
Smith was celebrated on February 14, 2000 by
Education Program at the Laguna Pueblo, which will
faculty and students in the Diagnostic and Therautilize her interests in diversity and community-based ; peutic Sciences as well as other members of the
practice. We wish her well in her new adventure.
; UNM community. His contribution to the development of the internal workings of the program
~ continue to be felt, although he has moved on to
new challenges.

l
:'~.l·j

NMCOE Continues
to Develop
The New Mexico Council on Occupational Therapy
Education (NMCOE) met recently on September 20th.
Those attending this meeting were Trish Cummings of
Lovelace, Keri Scott and Sheryl Fleck of APS, and
Jeanell Pelsor of UNM. Also attending through a
conference call connection were Pat Herrera and Kim
Childress from ENMU in Roswell and Claudia
Leonard from WNMU in Silver City. The main issue
of this meeting was to determine the subjects of the
next COE-sponsored workshop, to be held in
Albuquerque, on April 6, 2001. In the past, one of the
priorities of the COE workshops was to provide
support and education for clinical educators working
with OTA and OT fieldwork students in the state of
New Mexico. However, as a result of this most recent
meeting in which there were concerns raised about the
fieldwork focus becoming boring, the topics for the
upcoming conference will provide different information.
Trish Cummings will be coordinating a guest speaker
from Lovelace to talk about orthopedic issues and OT,
and there will also be a segment of the workshop
devoted to evidence-based clinical practice and
clinical research models. Besides providing useful
information and much-needed CEU's, the COE
endeavors to keep the cost of these workshops low to
make them easily accessible to OTs from around the
state. If you have any further questions about COE,
contact Jeanell Pelsor at UNM.

Since his departure, Gordon has been enjoying
his many interests of travel, time spent with
family and friends as well as his recreational
pursuits including mountain climbing. Recently
he was featured in the Albuquerque Journal as
one of the first to climb Whiskey Peak in the
Sandia Mountains. Congratulations, Gordon on
this tremendous accomplishment. You continue to
be an inspiration to us all!
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First Graduation Ceremony of the Millennium
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From Left to Right: Dan Medrano, Michelle Marcum, Jennifer Bradley, Mikaela Pierce,
Shannon Kash, Alice Gourd, and Kerry Trautwein.
On May 6, 2000, the Occupational Therapy
Program class of 2000 held their graduation
ceremony at the UNM Continuing Education
Auditorium. Keynote Speaker, Sharon Mussman
OTR/L and OT Program Director, Terry Crowe
Ph.D., OTR/L presented new graduates with
inspirational messages of the positive challenges
in the new millennium and the unique opportunities
with changing practices in the field of occupational therapy. Alice Gourd, class representative
presented the audience with an overview of the
unique contributions of each class member as they
proceed to their Fieldwork II experiences.
Numerous graduates were recognized
for their accomplishments during
their academic years. Dr. Moheb
Moneim awarded the Orthopaedic
Scholarship to Kerry Trautwein, the
student who had achieved the
highest academic excellence while
in the Occupational Therapy
Program. Health South (HS)

__________________________

Scholarships were awarded to four individuals. Alice
Gourd and Mikaela Pierce were awarded HS
scholarships as students who demonstrated a
balance of scholarship, humanitarianism, leadership and professional commitment. Additional HS
scholarships were awarded to Jennifer Bradley
and Michelle Marcum for their demonstrated
commitment to research. The Occupational
Therapy Program Award for excellence in
professional presentation of an independent study
was awarded to Dan Medrano. Shannon Kash was
also recognized as the recipient of the Maddox
Award presented to the creator of the most innovative
adaptive equipment at the annual
meeting of the American Occupational The~apy Association.
(Shannon has since initiated
patent rights for her adaptive
crayon for children with
decreased grasping abilities).
Congratulations to all award
winners and to the Class of
2000 on their academic
accomplishments!

__,111111111~---------------------------

OT Program Pioneers
Level II Fieldwork at VSA
During the summer of 2000, Kim Carothers, OTS,
and Donna Neldon, OTS, pioneered the first level
II fieldwork practicum at VSA, formerly known
as Very Special Arts. With supervision from Janet
L. Poole and Tina McNulty, UNM OT program
faculty, the students provided occupational
therapy assessments and interventions to artists at
the program who have different physical and
cognitive challenges. The staff and artists at VSA
actively integrated the students into all their
artistic endeavors at the center. On any given day,
you could find Donna providing the finishing
touches on a wheelchair adaptation in the painting
studio, or Kim setting up a switch for an artist in a
music group. The students administered assessments ranging from the Canadian Occupational
Performance Measure to the 9-hole peg test.
This fieldwork experience gave the students
exposure to a community-based, nontraditional
setting for occupational therapy services focusing
on a full range of issues such as modification of
art tools, increasing accessibility in the studios,
assistive technology, self-care, range of motion,
strength, seating issues, cognitive retraining, and
behavioral supports. This fieldwork experience
was funded by a grant that VSA obtained from
their national office. Making this fieldwork a
success was a victory for all involved-VSA artists

and staff, and the OT students and faculty. Providing
OT services at VSA fits well with the OT program
vision of therapists taking more active roles in
community-based settings where people do their
work and play.

Kim Carothers, OTS, assists apprentice artist, Eddie
Valley at VSA during her level II fieldwork at VSA
The students had an exceptional experience in this
innovative setting and both Kim and Donna met
and exceeded faculty expectations for their work.
One outcome of this fieldwork is that VSA is
strongly considering hiring an occupational
therapist part-time to provide services funded
through the state developmental disabilities
waiver program. We can thank Donna and Kim
for their hard work and dedication that showed the
positive impact of occupational therapy services!
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Class of 2001
By: Melissa Winkle
It has been a full year since the class of 2001 has

given an update. We previously introduced ourselves as the class with HOPE (Hard working,
Optimistic, Persistent, and a class of Excellence).
While our curriculum is intense and time consuming,
we are creative and play well with others. For
example, at our summer picnic, whimsical awards
were given to each class member. We'd like to
take this opportunity to reintroduce ourselves in
light of those awards. Do you know which class
members received the following awards?

Class of 2002
By: Heather Chiappisi, OTS

First Year Graduate Student

Most prepared for a flight, Best "role played"
husband, The Breck hair girl, Class clown, Most
studious/exercise princess, Groovy shoes, Most
likely to have sweets, Biggest blusher, Body by
Michelangelo, Least likely to have facial
wrinkles/never without a girlfriend, Most likely to
talk with her hands, Class Bully, Best smile, Most
likely to tell instructor to straighten the overheads,
Most studious/best AE apron invention, Most
sincere/bravest haircut, Most purified, Sugar freebut sticky sweet, Northern most Yankee, Receiver
of most "Bless you' s", Most Gifted hands, Most
likely to have a turtle in his back pocket, and Back
Row Diva.

The ten members of the first Master's level OT
class met last June and jumped right into an
intensive anatomy class. We all come from
diverse backgrounds with past life experiences
including being a COTA and an EMT, a massage
therapist, an engineer, an OT technician, a medical
assistant, a recreational gymnast, a softball player,
an outdoor adventurer, a Halloween fanatic, and
an international student from Latvia. One outstanding characteristic about our class is our sense
of humor.
Currently we are doing a fundraiser selling
Entertainment Books to generate funds to send
class representatives to the National AOTA
Conference next spring. Academically, we are
focused on research and recently selected topics
for our thesis projects.

Ours will be the final class to earn a bachelor's
degree from the UNM OT program. As we close
the door to the bachelor's program, we offer a
sincere thank you to faculty, staff, fellow students,
and to all of you in the community who supported
Since we are such a small class, we have gotten,. to
us in our learning experiences. And as we open
know one another quickly and have really had the
new doors as occupational therapists, we look
chance to work together as a complete class rather
forward to the opportunity to make our own
1
than as subgroups. Our coursework has been
contributions to the community. We are a strong
~
challenging but manageable because of all the
class that offers hard work, optimism, persistence,
study groups we have initiated. Thankfully, we all
and will continue to strive for excellence.
i
passed anatomy this summer. I think we feel we
~ can do anything that comes our way after that
experience.
'.!

I

....
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Stephanie Grant Hired as
OT Program Coordinator
Stephanie Grant was hired in March to replace
Gordon Smith at OT Program Coordinator. She
previously worked as an accountant at UNM 's
Patent Administration Office and has a Bachelor
of Business Administration degree with a concentration in General Management from UNM's Anderson
School of Management. Stephanie's duties
involve the administrative and accounting aspects
of running the office. She is responsible for the
budget, bookkeeping, grant proposals, supply
ordering, copying, class and room scheduling,
secretarial tasks , inventory, etc .. . Her husband,
Rob, is also an employee at UNM. In her spare
time she enjoys hiking and traveling.

Colorado AgrAbility Project: Innovation in OT
By: Carla Wilhite, OTR/L

Class of 1996
What's are the best ergonomic principles to utilize for cleaning chickens? Or, how about body
mechanics for birthing calves? Really, I wanna know!! And believe it or not, I am learning and
discovering these very things .
The Colorado AgrAbility Project is the best job I could envision for myself as an Occupational Therapist.
I get to work with all kinds of farmers , ranchers, and agriculturalists who have physical challenges or
disabilities. And of course I get to see all kinds of beautiful Colorado country. Recently, I even got to
attend the birth of a dairy calf, which let to the aforementioned education on calf-pulling body mechanics
lesson.
I provide home assessment, work site assessment, case management, resource
development, adaptive equipment fabrication ... whatever is needed for the clients
I work with. I like the diverse experiences I am having, and it is clear to me
how what I am doing is Occupational Therapy: pure and simple!
P.S. I would love to work with fieldwork students who feel drawn to
non-traditional community health Occupational Therapy.

-------------1----------------

Mary Thomas Provides Fieldwork
and Program Coordination
Mary Thomas, program coordinator and fieldwork manager came to
Occupational Therapy Program May 11, 2000. She completed her
Master's of Arts in Organizational Management and Bachelor's of Science
in Business Administration at the University of Phoenix. She brings to
this position 7 years of academic administration experience and 5 years of
management experience in nonprofit and medical organizations. Her
primary objectives for the Occupational Therapy Program are to assist
faculty by: managing clinical fieldwork contracts and placements,
coordinating recruitment and admission, coordinating program evaluation
and the accreditation self study, coordinating the occupational therapy web
site(http://hsc.unm.edu/ot) and managing student records. Mary Thomas and her husband (a Physician
Assistant at the VA) have two boys. Her hobbies include traveling, art, sculpture and hiking while
watching the boys rock climb.

Work Study Students are an
Integral Part of UNM OT Program
We are happy to report that Sarah Regalado has
returned this year. She is a junior studying
University Studies. Sarah had an interesting
summer. She enrolled in the Research Opportunity
Program, and completed a project involving
arthritis research. Pat Burtner was her facultymentor on this undertaking.
Following her summer
research, Sarah gave a
presentation of her results at
the Graduate Studies open
house. As well as doing her
research project, she took
classes to help her prepare for
the GRE test. And if that
wasn't enough, she did some
volunteer work at Tidman
Therapy to learn about
hippo therapy, a great
interest of hers.

We also have 2 new work-study employees,
Mercy Garcia and Theresa Torres. Mercy, who
joined us in February, is a sophomore studying
nursing with plans to specialize in mid-wifery.
Mercy is from Clovis, NM. Her job duties involve
helping Stephanie with the administrative duties
of the office (of which there
are many). Theresa Torres
is our resident Power Point
and graphics expert. She
joined us in February as
well. Ms. Torres is a sophomore and is majoring in
marketing and sales. With
her creative and artistic "talent,
she is sure to excel. Theresa
hails from Roswell, NM.
They are all doing an
excellent job in keeping our
office running smoothly.

Mercy Garcia (left). Theresa Torres (right),
af'l.d Sarah Regalado (seated)
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News Flashes from the Field
Jeanne DuRivage MS, OTRIL, previous UNM OT Program part time faculty, is currently practicing OT in Guam.
She is working for the Educational Developmental Intervention Services, providing early intervention (IDEA)
services to dependents of military personnel. She also reports new adventures in recreation, including her strong
interest, sailing.
Lois Micheletti OTR, Class of '99, has moved to Washington State and reports new employment opportunities there.
New state guidelines require employers to address ergonomics for employees in the workplace. Licensed occupational and physical therapists are being recruited by the state to set up the ergonomic programs. Seehttp:/iwww.wa.gov/
dop/bulletins/jobcat.htm#top for more information.
Betsy VanLeit Ph.D., OTR/L, former OT faculty member has returned for a brief period of time as she plans her new
career direction volunteering overseas. In the early months of 2001, Betsy plans to teach English to teenage girls in
Thailand. Betsy has been available as a part time faculty member this term for Problem Based Learning and other
administrative projects.
Ginny Laadt Ph.D., OTRIL, Director of Developmental Care Program, UNM Department of Pediatrics recently
presented research results in Sweden at the International Conference for Faculty of the NIDCAP Centers. This
research investigated the concept of "Open Rounds for Parents of Infants in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit" with
two OT students, Mikaela Pierce and Tamara O' Casey as co-authors.
Sheila Mun-Bryce Ph.D., OTR/L, part time faculty, has been awarded a $50,000 grant from the National Institutes
of Health (NIH) for her research investigating functional recovery of intracerebral hemorrhage (brain trauma and
stroke) in animals. Congratulations, Sheila!!
Officers of the New Mexico Occupational Therapy Association (NMOTA) the 2000-01 year are as follows: President:
Marjorie McKenzie MS, OTR/L (Tucumcari); Vice President: Jettye Lawrence OTR/L (Las Cruces); Secretary:
Kim Childress COTA (Roswell); AOTA Representative Assembly member: Ginny Laadt Ph.D., OTR/L
(Albuquerque); Alternate Representative: Gwen Cassel OTR/L (Silver City). The NMOTA Officer Roster reflects
diverse representation across the state. Thank you for your willingness to provide state leadership for the field of
occupational therapy.
·
New arrivals have been announced by the following graduates of the UNM OT Program:
Robert D. Hobbs, Class of 1996 :
Kristie Cuthbert, Class of 1999:
Vanessa Gutierrez, Class of 1999:

Daughter, Lilian, born September 2000
Daughter, Lindsay, born June 2000
Son, Daniel, born August 2000

Sandy Saperstein MS, OTRIL, former part-time faculty member, is currently working in Baltimore City Schools in
Maryland as well as in home health occupational therapy.
Kirsten Berghmans-Carlson OTR/L, Class of 1998, successfully completed her doctoral defense on October 24,
2000 for completion of her Ph.D. degree. Congratulations Dr. Kirsten on this milestone accomplishment!

---------------1---------------

1999·2000
FACULTY UPDATE
Publications
Burtner, P.A., Geisler-Ortega, S. GonzalesMorris, C., Scott, K. & Qualls C. (In press)
Discriminative validity of the Motor-Free Visual
Perception Test Revised. Occupational Therapy
Journal of Research.
Burtner, P. & Poole, J. (2000) "Rehabilitation
for the Child with Upper Extremity Spasticity" .
Secaucus, NJ: Professional Post Graduate Services
'
Physicians World Communication Group (Audio
Visual Pro gram).

I Peabody Developmental Motor Scales. American
j Journal of Occupational Therapv. 53 , 513-518.
~
j Poole, J.L., Gallegos, M., O'Linc, S. (2000).

i Reliability and validity of the Arthritis Hand

! Function Test in persons with scleroderma.
! Arthritis Care & Research, 13, 96-73.

Ij
!
!

Poole, J .L., (2000). A comparison of limb praxi c
abilities in persons with developmental dyspraxia
and adult onset apraxia. Occupational Journal of
Research. 20.

) McCuaig, M., & Poole, J.L., (2000). Self care
! strategies for persons with movement disorders.
In C. Christiansen (Ed.) , Ways of Living: Self-care
·~ strategies for special needs. AOTA: Rockville, MD.

Provost, B., Crowe, T.K., & McClain, C. (2000).
Concurrent validity of the BSID Motor Scale and
the Peabody Developmental Motor Scales in twoyear-old children. Physical & Occupational
Therapy in Pediatrics. 20, 5-18.

I

McClain, C., Provost, E. & Crowe, T.K. (2000).
Motor development of two-year-old typically
developing Native American children on the
Bayley Scales if Infant Development II Motor
Scale. Pediatric Physical Therapy. 12, 1-6.

!
! Dukeminier, A , Ben, L., Scott, K. & Burtner, P.

VanLeit, B., Crowe, T.K. & Waterman, K.(2000).
Essentials for successful integration of problembased learning in Occupational Therapy Curricula.
Innovations in Occupational Therapy Education.
78-94.
Crowe, T.K., VanLeit, B., & Berghmans, K.K.
(2000). Mothers' perceptions of child care assistance: The impact of a child's disability. American
Journal of Occupational Therapy. 54, 52-58.
Crowe, T.K., McClain, C., & Provost, E. (1999).
Motor development of two-year-old typically
developing Native American children on the

i Presentations
! April 2000

I Discriminative Validity of Visual Tests/School

j Function Assessment in Children with Herniplegia.

! Annual Conference of the American Occupational

! Therapy Association, Seattle, WA

!i April 2000
l Burtner, P.A., McMain, M.P. & Crowe, T.K.,
! Survey of Standardized Assessment Used by .

! Occupational Therapists in Southwestern Schools.
! American Occupational Therapy Association,
j Seattle, WA

I!

April 2000
Crowe, T.K. & VanLeit, B., Health Promotion for
Mothers of Children with Disabilities. American
j Occupational Therapy Association, Seattle, WA
~

!
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April 2000
McNulty, T., Home Safety with Older Clients:
Assessments, Resources and Research American
Occupational Therapy Association, Seattle, WA
April 2000
Schuk:ar, J. , Poole, J.L., & Sibbit, W.L. Social
activity limitations in Native Americans with
Arthritis and Diabetes. Annual Conference of
the American Occupational Therapy Association,
Seattle, WA
June 2000
Crowe, T.K., & Burtner, P.,
Introduction to PBL and PBL Facilitation
Workshop, North Park University, Chicago, IL.
June 2000
Pelsor, J., "Positioning: The Foundation of
Occupation", UNM OT Program, Albuquerque, NM.
August 2000
Burtner, P., Rehabilitation for Child with Upper
Extremity Spasticity, Physical World Communications Group, San Diego, CA.
August 2000
Crowe, T.K., Introduction to PBL and PBL
Facilitation Workshop, Louisiana State University,
New Orleans, LA
September 2000
Burtner, P. & Poole, J. Functional Tasks for
Upgrading Upper Extremity Motor Control in
Children with Hemiplegic Cerebral Palsy,
Presented at American Academy of Cerebral Palsy
and Developmental Medicine, Toronto, ON,
Canada.
November, 2000
Burtner, P., Marcum, M.L., Bradley, J.D., Poole,
J. Upper extremity muscle activation changes
with wrist hand orthoses in persons with and
without rheumatoid arthritis. Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, New Orleans, LA

November 2000
Oatis, C.A, Bautch, J.C., Hannan, M.T. , Poole,
J.L. (2000). Successful grant writing. National
Scientific Meeting of the Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals, Philidelphia, PA
November 2000
Poole, J.L., Bradley, J.D ., Marcum, M.L., &
Burtner, P.A. (2000). The effect of wrist-hand
orthoses on muscle activation and hand function
in adults with rheumatoid arthritis. National
Scientific Meeting of the Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals, Philadelphia, PA
November 2000
Injic, Z., Clements, P.J. , McCloskey, D.A &
Poole, J.L. (2000). The professional's role in
care of patients with systemic sclerosis (scleroderma). National Scientific Meeting of the
Association of Rheumatology Health Professionals,
Philidelphia, PA

Grants
Burtner, P., $3,923,
Research Allocation
Committee, Health
Sciences Center, University
of New Mexico, "Effect of
wrist hand orthoses
on functional skills in
children with spastic
hemiplegia".
Burtner, P., $20,000,
Research Allocation Committee, School of Medicine, University of New
Mexico. "Effect of strengthening and balance
training program on functional skills in children
with spastic cerebral palsy".
Burtner, P., $500, McNair Research Opportunity
Program, University of Mexico, Research Mentor
for Sarah Regalado .
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McNulty, T., $2,311, Center for Teaching
Excellence, Eastern New Mexico University.
"Implementation and Evaluation of one
Competency Based Clinical Simulation Test:
The Occupational Therapy Student Performance
Assessment (OTSPA).

Crowe, T.K., Associate Clinical Professor,
Occupational Therapy Department, Creighton
University, Omaha, NE.

Poole, J.L., $8,500, Research Allocation Grant,
UNM School of Medicine, "Functional and Work
Disabilities in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus".

Crowe, T.K., Executive Board of Directors,
American Occupational Therapy Association
(AOTA).

Crowe, T.K., US AOTADelegate, World Federation
of Occupational Therapy (WFOT).

McNulty, T., Item Writer, National Certification
Board for Occupational Therapy (NBCOT).
McNulty, T., UNM Faculty Liaison, New Mexico
Licensing Board.
McNulty, T., Editorial Board, Physical and
Occupational Therapy in Geriatrics.
Pelsor, J., Faculty Liaison, New Mexico Council
on Occupational Therapy Education.

Professional Activities
Burtner, P., National Advisory Board, "Management of Spasticity" Professional Post Graduate
Services, Continuing Medical Education, Physicians
World Communication Group, Secaucus, NJ.
Burtner, P., Roster of Accreditation Evaluators,
American Occupational Therapy Association,
Rockville, MD.

Poole, J., Grant Reviewer, American Occupational
Therapy Foundation. (AOTF).
Poole, J., Editorial Board, Occupational Therapv
Journal of Research.
Poole, J., Executive Committee, American
College of Rheumatology Rehab Section.
Poole, J., New Mexico Disability and Health
Advisory Council.

Burtner, P., Editorial Board, Developmental
Medicine and Child Neurology.
Burtner, P., Reviewer, Pediatric Section,
Archives of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation.
Crowe, T.K., Editorial Board, Occupational
Therapy Journal of Research.

.;.:

Crowe, T.K., International Affairs Committee,
American Academy of Cerebral Palsy and
Developmental Medicine (AACPDM).
;::::::::::::::::.
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University of New Mexico
Occupational Therapy Program

Let's Keep in Touch!
We'd like to hear from you and we'd like to share your news in an upcoming issue of Otras Perspectivas. Please mail
this completed form to: The University of New Mexico, Health Sciences Center, Occupational Therapy Program,
HSSB Room 215, Albuquerque, NM 87131-5641, or fax to (505)-272-8079.

Last

First

City/State/Zip: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0

Check here if this is a new address

Telephone_,____ _ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address:

Year Graduated:_ __

--------------~

0

Here's my news:

0

I would be interested in reading about the following topics in an upcoming issue of this newsletter:

0

I give you permission to share my news in an upcoming Otras Perspectivas.
(Address and telephone number will be kept confidential)

Look for information about the
Occupational Therapy Program on the Web at

http://hsc.unm.edu!som!ot
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